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ROUND 2 INTERVIEW  
March 4, 2022 
 
CHRIS GOTTERUP  ( -8) 
 
 
Q.  Chris, keeping the heat, the pedal down. Just some comments on today. I know 
obviously the bogey at the last wasn't ideal, but you looked still so strong.   
 
CHRIS GOTTERUP:  Yeah, I'm just very comfortable on this course. The par 5s are perfect 
for me and I can take advantage of it when I can, and when I'm out of position I just try to 
keep it in play. Yeah, the last hole was tough to birdie with a good opposite position to be 
making a birdie coming in, but I'll take another solid round. 
 
Q.  You seem very natural and relaxed. How's it been hobnobbing around some of 
these guys? I'm guessing maybe you're picking up stuff, whether it's advice on and 
off the course? Anything like that going on or you just kind of stick to your own --  
 
CHRIS GOTTERUP:  We were just talking like we were friends out there. Josh is actually 
from Oklahoma so we were talking about that and Smylie was awesome to play with, too. It 
was fun to get out there and I had a great group this week. 
 
Q.  And tell me about who all you have here, family, friends and that kind of thing.  
 
CHRIS GOTTERUP:  Yeah, my buddy Ryan's caddying for me and his family's here, then 
the Reeds are here, a couple family friends, and then a couple members from my club at 
home at Rumson. It's great to have them here, they've been hooting and hollering all week 
for me, which makes it awesome. 
 
Q.  So what about the rest of the day, you just kind of take it easy? Obviously you're 
going to have a late tee time tomorrow.  
 
CHRIS GOTTERUP:  Yeah, we'll go to the pool, hang out and see what happens. Have a 
nice dinner and get some sleep tomorrow, I'll be right back in shape for tomorrow. 
 
Q.  And last question, moving forward beyond this, what is your competitive schedule 
looking like? 
 
CHRIS GOTTERUP:  Our team's playing in Arizona at the Omni Resort, it's Arizona's event. 
We have a couple more coming up and hopefully we're at Grayhawk for the National 
Championship and vying for that. We've got a nice schedule coming up and hopefully all 
good. 
 


